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Charfauros, V. 1991. “Looking at conditioning from various points of view, i.e., completion vs. attitude vs. chaining vs. synopsis.” Paper presented at the International Marine Animal Trainers' Association Annual Conference.


Crawmer, C. 2000. “Memorable presentations of applied behavior analysis.” Scheduled for presentation at the AAZK National Conference. Columbus, OH.


Sevenich-MacPhee, M., and Mellen, J. 2000. “Enrichment and husbandry training programs (and director’s, curator’s, and keeper’s roles in this process.” Paper presented at the AZA Annual Conference.


**BIRDS**


Arent, L. and M. Mitchell. 1996. *Care and management of captive raptors*. 179 pp. (KEY WORDS: raptors, husbandry, equipment)
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Edmonds, M. 2002. “Alternatives to the use of falconry equipment on non-raptors”. *IAATE annual conference proceedings*. (KEY WORDS: equipment, bird training)


Friedman, S.. 2004. Straight talk about parrot behavior. PDD conference proceedings. (KEY WORDS: parrots, training)


Guerrero, D. 2000. “ABC’s: Parrot training” Animal Keepers’ Forum. 27 (6) 258-261. KEY WORDS: parrots training, resources)


Heidenreich, B. 2004. “Training birds for medical and husbandry behaviors to reduce or eliminate stress”. *AAZK annual conference proceedings*. Pp 95-103 and *IAATE annual conference proceedings*. Pp 30-41. (KEY WORDS: husbandry training, birds)

Heidenreich, B. 2005. “Addressing aggressive behavior” *IAATE annual conference proceedings*. Pp 70-86. (KEY WORDS: training, birds)


Higdon, P. and P.L. Higdon. *Bird care and training: an owner's guide to a healthy happy pet*. (KEY WORDS: parrots, training, husbandry)


Horton, M. 2002. “New Birds at Wildlife Experiences...Fun and Frustration” *IAATE annual conference proceedings*. (KEY WORDS: birds, show training)


Martin, S. 2001 “Height dominance”. *Psittascene* 13 (3). (KEY WORDS: behavior, parrots)

Martin, S. 2002 “Biting, It’s not for the birds”. *Psittascene* 14 (2). (KEY WORDS: training, parrots)

Martin, S. 2002 “To fly or not to fly...That is the question”. *Psittascene* 14 (4). (KEY WORDS: training, parrots)


Vine, C. 2005. “From shows and zoos to show in zoos”. IAATE annual conference proceedings. Pp 93-100. (KEY WORDS: exhibit training, birds)


CARNIVORES


**ELEPHANTS**


communication begins.” Paper presented at the International Marine Animal Trainers' Association Annual Conference.


MARINE MAMMALS


Hoban, E. 1985. “You don't have to call it ‘language’ but you can use it to great advantages too: a proposition.” Paper presented at the International Marine Animal Trainers' Association Annual Conference.


Souza, R. 1996. “Marine mammals and others as such remnants of twenty years in the life of a trainer.” Poster presented at the International Marine Animal Trainers' Association Annual Conference.


presented at the International Marine Animal Trainers' Association Annual Conference.


**PRESENTATION/EDUCATION/SHOW TRAINING**


PRIMATES


Philipp, C., Breder, C., and Sevenich, M. 1999. “Using positive reinforcement training as a management tool for a female western lowland gorilla (Gorilla gorilla gorilla) and subsequent training of her infant.” Poster presented at the AZA Annual Conference.


Reinhardt, V. 1990. “Catching individual rhesus monkeys living in captive groups.” Videotape. Wisconsin Regional Primate Research Center, WI.


**UNGULATES**


OTHER SPECIES


**ORGANIZATIONS AND WEBSITES**

(PTC does not endorse any website or organization, merely provides them as a resource)

- Absolut Elephant [www.elephant.se](http://www.elephant.se)
- Active Environments [www.activeenvironments.com](http://www.activeenvironments.com)
- Ark Animals [www.arkanimals.com](http://www.arkanimals.com)
- Cambridge Center for Behavioral Studies [www.behavior.org/behavior/behavior_index.cfm](http://www.behavior.org/behavior/behavior_index.cfm)
- Clicker Solutions [www.clickersolutions.com](http://www.clickersolutions.com)
- Clicker Training [www.clickertraining.com](http://www.clickertraining.com)
- CTS Productions [www.ctsproductions.com](http://www.ctsproductions.com)
- Dolphin Research Center [www.dolphins.org](http://www.dolphins.org)
- European Elephant Keeper and Managers Association [www.eekma.org](http://www.eekma.org)
• Gary Wilkes’ Click and Treat Home Page www.clickandtreat.com
• International Association of Avian Trainers and Educators www.iaate.org
• International Marine Animal Trainers’ Association www.imata.org
• Mallon Method www.mallonmethod.com
• Natural Encounters, Inc. www.naturalencounters.com
• Riddle’s Elephant and Wildlife Sanctuary www.elephantsanctuary.org
• Vancouver Aquarium Marine Science Center
  www.vanaqua.org/education/aquafacts/